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Outline for Today

Instructor, this course and the syllabus.

This lecture.
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This lecture

What is macroeconomics?

What is a macroeconomic model?

Competitive equilibrium.
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What is macroeconomics?

Models built to explain, understand macroeconomic
phenomena.

What are the macroeconomic phenomena?

Why are we trying to understand them?
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Quarterly Real log GDP

Source: NIPA, table 1.1.6, series 1.
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Macroeconomic Phenomena

The most important features:

long run trend,

fluctuations around the trend - business cycles.
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Macroeconomic Phenomena

Disentangle trend and cycle:

gdpt = trendt + cyclet
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Detrended Quarterly Real log GDP
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Questions

What causes growth?

What can the government do to increase growth?

Are there limits to growth?

What causes the business cycles?

Should/can the government intervene to smooth the cycles?
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Other Variables of Interest

Output components, Y = C + I + G + NX

private consumption,
investment,
government spending,
exports and imports.

Nominal variables:

price level: CPI, GDP deflator,
money supply,
interest rates,
asset prices.

Labor market variables:

employment, unemployment,
wages,
labor productivity.
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Properties of Interest

Long run behavior (growth).

Business cycle properties.
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BC Properties

Volatility, i.e. standard deviation.

Persistence, i.e. autocorrelation.

Correlation between variables.

Leads and lags.

Remember: Models to explain these facts.
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Macroeconomic Models

Macroeconomists cannot run experiments.

Model as an artificial device needed to understand the
behavior of macro variables.

Can run experiments within a model.

Can analyze the role of government.
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Macroeconomic Models

Specifically:

A macroeconomic model captures the essential features of the
world needed to analyze a particular macroeconomic problem.

Macroeconomic models should be simple (Occam’s razor), but
they need not be completely realistic.
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Macroeconomic Models

Basic structure of a macromodel:

agents (consumers and firms),

set of goods,

consumers’ preferences,

production technology,

resources available.

Add 2 assumptions:

agents optimize (consumers max utility, firms max profits),

allocations determined as competitive equilibrium outcome.
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The Way Forward

Based on Jones, Lecture Notes 1.

Today:

Define a pretty general economy/macromodel.

Competitive equilibrium.

Next time:

Welfare theorems.

Alternative implementations of CE.

Aggregation, show how the model boils down to the
neoclassical growth model (in a few lectures).
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Neoclassical Growth Model

max
{ct ,xt ,kt ,nt ,lt}∞t=0

∞∑
t=0

βtu(ct , lt) s.t.

ct + xt ≤ F (kt , nt)

kt+1 ≤ (1 − δ)kt + xt

nt + lt ≤ n̄

k0 given

non − negativities
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